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Abstract

Bob

Studies on next point-of-interest (POI) recommendation mainly seek to learn users’ transition patterns with certain historical check-ins. However,
in reality, users’ movements are typically uncertain
(i.e., fuzzy and incomplete) where most existing
methods suffer from the transition pattern vanishing issue. To ease this issue, we propose a novel
interactive multi-task learning (iMTL) framework
to better exploit the interplay between activity and
location preference. Specifically, iMTL introduces:
(1) temporal-aware activity encoder equipped with
fuzzy characterization over uncertain check-ins to
unveil the latent activity transition patterns; (2)
spatial-aware location preference encoder to capture the latent location transition patterns; and (3)
task-specific decoder to make use of the learned
latent transition patterns and enhance both activity and location prediction tasks in an interactive
manner. Extensive experiments on three real-world
datasets show the superiority of iMTL.
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Figure 1: An example of Bob’s certain and uncertain check-ins,
where yellow triangles are individual POIs (e.g., l1 , l2 ); dotted circles are collective POIs (e.g., l4 , l5 ); blue squares are categories
(e.g., c1 , c2 ) that POIs belong to; ti is the particular check-in time.

Introduction

Next point-of-interest (POI) recommendation has recently
become a hot research topic, which benefits both personal assistant service and business (POI holders). Existing studies,
however, are mainly based on the commonly utilized check-in
datasets, e.g., Foursquare and Yelp. These datasets are often
carefully designed and calibrated so as to enable researchers
to access users’ precise activities and locations, thus making accurate next POI recommendation [Zhao et al., 2016;
Yao et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019a]. In reality, the check-in information delivered by users is typically
uncertain, i.e., fuzzy and incomplete [Sengstock et al., 2013;
Li et al., 2018], due to the inaccuracy of indoor GPS devices and personal privacy [Zhang et al., 2019]. Nevertheless,
next POI recommendation with uncertain check-ins has been
rarely investigated by existing studies.
∗
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As illustrated in Fig. 1, Bob checked at individual POIs l1
(e.g., office) at time t1 and l2 (e.g., gym) at time t2 successively, namely certain check-in. He then visited the individual POI l6 inside the Building l5 , which is defined as collective POI containing multiple individual POIs (e.g., l6 , l7 , l8 ).
Most existing studies are built upon Bob’s certain check-ins:
l1 → l2 → l6 . However, Bob may leave a rough footprint,
e.g., l5 , instead of the precise POI l6 . The accessible record
thus will become: l1 → l2 → l5 , where the uncertain checkin at collective POI l5 is involved. Based on such records,
existing POI recommenders may recommend l5 at t3 to Bob
instead of l6 after he visited l2 at t2 , because POIs l6 , l7 , l8 are
unobserved in his historical records (i.e., cold start POIs). By
contrast, we aim to recommend next precise individual POIs
(e.g., l6 ) to Bob with uncertain check-ins.
In the literature, many efforts are spent on activity or location oriented sequential dependencies for next POI recommendation. Specifically, some studies [Liu et al., 2013;
He et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019] argue that the interplay between activity and location is significant as the next
location visit is affected by the activity. They seek to explore sequential activity patterns, so as to estimate activity
first and then predict location given activity. Others attempt
to mine sequential location patterns via the recurrent neural network (RNN) [Liu et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2019;
Zhao et al., 2019a], due to its capability of capturing sequential information. However, they all ignore the presence of
uncertain check-ins, which may weaken the sequential dependencies, hence lead to inaccurate prediction and fail to
recommend individual POIs inside the collective POI.
Towards realizing more accurate next POI recommenda-
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tion with uncertain check-ins, we propose an Interactive
Multi-Task Learning (iMTL) framework by taking advantage
of both types of sequential dependencies (i.e., activity and location). In particular, a two-channel encoder, i.e., temporalaware activity encoder and spatial-aware location preference
encoder, is devised to capture the latent transitions of activities and locations via long-short term memory networks
(LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997]. A fuzzy characterization strategy is proposed to better represent activity
over uncertain check-ins. Then the task-specific decoder aggregates the latent representations of the two-channel encoder
in an interactive manner to perform both activity and location prediction tasks. Moreover, enlightened by [Girshick,
2015], we devise an auxiliary task of POI type (i.e., individual or collective) prediction to enhance the performance of
activity prediction. Experimental results on three real-world
datasets show iMTL significantly outperforms state-of-thearts on next POI recommendation with uncertain check-ins.

2

Related Work

Next POI Recommendation. A line of research models
sequential activity patterns and generates the most likely
locations given activities in a two-fold manner, such as
CateMF [Liu et al., 2013], LBPR [He et al., 2017] and
CAH [Liao et al., 2017]. Another line adopts variants of
RNNs to better capture sequential location patterns, such as
ST-RNN [Liu et al., 2016], DeepMove [Feng et al., 2018],
STGN [Zhao et al., 2019a] and ATST-LSTM [Huang et al.,
2019]. SERM [Yao et al., 2017] further fuses activity with
location patterns in a multi-modal fashion. However, these
efforts fail to mine the transition patterns due to the presence
of uncertain check-ins. The recently proposed HCT [Zhang
et al., 2019], built upon Skip-gram [Mikolov et al., 2013],
explores this issue by considering both activity and location
transition patterns. However, it fails to: (1) well characterize
the underlying activity over uncertain check-ins; and (2) exploit the spatial and temporal contexts in a fine-grained way.
Multi-Task Learning for Recommendation. Multi-task
learning (MTL) has been widely applied in recommender
systems, thanks to its capability in improving model performance and generalization [Caruana, 1997]. Most studies adopt MTL to assist in item recommendation and explanation, such as MT [Lu et al., 2018], CAML [Chen et al.,
2019] and MORS [Zhao et al., 2019b]. The recently proposed MCARNN [Liao et al., 2018] considers users’ activity and location preferences simultaneously for both activity
and location recommendation. However, our iMTL differs
from MCARNN in three aspects: (1) iMTL well represents
users’ uncertain activities via fuzzy characterization strategy
while MCARNN ignores the underlying activities over uncertain check-ins; (2) iMTL delicately explores the interplay be-
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Table 1: The statistics of three newly-constructed POI datasets.
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Figure 2: Three observations obtained from the data analysis.

tween activity and location for next POI recommendation via
an interactive manner; whilst MCARNN directly adopts the
multi-modal embeddings for activity and location as the input of recurrent model; (3) iMTL performs model training by
deriving pair-wise ranking loss of activity and location to improve the prediction performance of uncertain activity, while
MCARNN solely focuses on observed check-in records.

3

Data Description and Analysis

There is no available dataset with collective POIs, which
is suitable for our investigation. Hence, we collect three
datasets, i.e., Charlotte (CLT), Calgary (CAL) and Phoenix
(PHO), from Foursquare [Yang et al., 2016] and group individual POIs into different collective POIs followed by [Zhang
et al., 2019]. For instance, individual POIs, e.g., l6 , l7 , l8 , are
grouped into a collective POI l5 as shown in Fig. 1. The original check-ins l1 → l2 → l6 are converted to l1 → l2 → l5 .
Each check-in is formed as (u, l, t, c, y, g), meaning that user
u visited POI l at time t, where l is associated with category
c and POI type y (y = 0 denotes individual POI; y = 1
refers to collective POI) as well as geocoded by g (latitude
and longitude of l). Following [Feng et al., 2015], we remove users and POIs with fewer than 10 check-ins. Besides, each individual POI is assigned with rating derived
from Yelp (www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge). The statistics
of the newly-constructed datasets are shown in Table 1, and
three interesting observations are noted by the data analysis.
Obs.1: temporal-aware activities. User’s activities, which
can be represented by categories of POIs [Liao et al., 2018],
vary with the temporal context [Ye et al., 2013]. Fig. 2(a)
shows the ratio of check-ins for the top-4 most popular location categories w.r.t the check-in time on CLT. Due to space
limit, we omit the results for CAL and PHO, where similar
trends can be observed. The temporal activity pattern is obvious, e.g., the check-ins of shops occur most often between
10am and 8pm. In contrast, the check-ins of night life start
to rise quickly at 7pm and peak at 11pm. These imply that
users’ activities exhibit the strong temporal pattern.
Obs.2: choice-driven check-ins at collective POIs. Due
to the extreme challenge of modeling uncertain check-ins, we
mine underlying factors that affect users’ check-ins at collective POIs. Specifically, we explore the consecutive check-ins
containing collective POIs, e.g., l2 → l5 in Fig. 1. We search
for the POIs (e.g., lk ) near l5 , i.e., dist(lk , l5 ) ≤ 4d. We
find that Bob visited l5 instead of l3 and l4 (both are the accessible POIs which meet Bob’s activity c1 ). This is in align
with the intuition that users tend to visit collective POIs with
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more choices (choice-driven), e.g., l5 contains more individual POIs under c1 . Fig. 2(b) shows the ratio of POIs satisfies
the choice-driven over all accessible POIs varying 4d within
2km. We find that more than 75% uncertain check-ins within
0.4km are affected by the scale of POIs (choices) .
Obs.3: rating-driven check-ins at cold start POIs. All
individual POIs inside the collective POIs are unobserved in
users’ check-in records in our scenario, i.e., cold start POIs. It
is hard to recommend such POIs even with their geo-location
as claimed in [Zhang et al., 2019]. We assign a rating for
each individual POI by merging Foursquare and Yelp datasets
based on its geographical and category information, as such
side information could help ease the cold start issue [Sun
et al., 2019]. We compute the ratio of check-ins over the
ratings, and plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
in Fig. 2(c). We find that users prefer individual POIs with
higher ratings inside the collective POI. For instance, more
than 70% check-ins inside the collective POIs correspond to
individual POIs with ratings larger than 3 in CLT.

4

The Proposed Methodology

This section first formulates the investigated research problem, and then presents the proposed Interactive Multi-task
Learning (iMTL) framework, followed by the model learning strategy and complexity analysis.
For each user, we split his historical check-in records, i.e.,
(u, l, t, c, y, g), into check-in sequences by day, where each
record is sorted by timestamps as in [Zhao et al., 2017]:
• The i-th temporal-aware activity (category) sequence of
user u is denoted by a set of activity tuples, i.e., Au,i =
{Aut1 , Aut2 , . . .}, where Autk = (cutk , ytuk , tuk ), ytuk ∈ {0, 1}.
• The i-th spatial-aware location sequence of user u is
denoted by a set of location tuples, i.e., Lu,i =
{Lut1 , Lut2 , . . .}, where Lutk = (ltuk , gtuk ).
u,i

u,i

Given A and L , our goal is to predict user u’s next activity ctn+1 and location ltn+1 at time tn+1 . If ctn+1 happens at
a collective POI ltn+1 , we need to further recommend precise
individual POIs inside ltn+1 given ctn+1 .

4.1

The iMTL Framework

The proposed iMTL is outlined in Fig. 3, composed of a twochannel encoder (i.e., temporal-aware activity and spatialaware location preference encoders) and a task-specific decoder. The two-channel encoder, equipped with embedding,
aggregation and recurrent layers, aims to capture the sequential correlations of activities and location preferences. Then
the representations encoded by the recurrent layer are utilized
in the task-specific decoder to interactively perform three
(i.e., the next activity, POI type and POI) prediction tasks.
Temporal-aware Activity Encoder
Given an activity tuple Autk = (cutk , ytuk , tuk ) of user u, ytuk = 1
represents cutk is an uncertain activity, which happens at collective POI ltuk (e.g., Building l5 in Fig. 1). To better represent
such an uncertain activity, we propose a fuzzy characterization strategy inspired by Obs.2:
cutk =

XM
j=1

βj c j ,

(1)
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where M is the total number of categories inside ltuk ; cj ∈
RDc is the embedding of j-th category. Since a user prefers
a collective POI with more choices given his activity (Obs.2),
we thus use βj to control the possibility of each activity inside
ltuk , which is defined by the scale of individual POIs belong to
cj inside ltuk (see Fig. 3). Therefore, cutk can be used to denote
the fuzzy representation of user u’s uncertain activity, as well
as the functionality (e.g., food-oriented) of the collective POI
ltuk . Meanwhile it also well accommodates the scenario where
ytuk = 0, that is, cutk is a certain activity. In that case, M = 1,
and cutk is thus the representation of user u’s certain activity.
Furthermore, inspired by Obs.1, modeling sequential activities by incorporating temporal contexts is essential to generate accurate user’s next activity. Hence, the temporal-aware
activity aggregation xutk is ultimately represented by,
xutk = Wc cutk + Wt tuk + Wy ytuk + b,

(2)

tuk

where Wis the weight matrix; b is the bias term;
∈ R Dt
is the embedding of temporal context with one day mapped
into 24 hours; and ytuk ∈ RDy is the embedding of POI type.
Subsequently, xutk is fed into the recurrent layer to infer the
hidden state of user u’s activity at tk :
hutk = LSTM(xutk , hutk−1 ),

(3)

where LSTM(·) captures the sequential correlations of activities, and hutk−1 encodes the previous activity until tk−1 .
Spatial-aware Location Preference Encoder
As a user’s check-in is generally affected by the distance between the current location and the next visiting one [Feng et
al., 2015], the spatial-aware location preference encoder aims
to capture sequential location correlations by considering the
eutk for each location
spatial contexts. Hence, the aggregation x
u
u
u
tuple Ltk = (ltk , gtk ) is formulated as:
e
eutk = Wl lutk + Wd dutk + b,
x

(4)

where lutk ∈ RDl is the embedding of POI ltuk ; and dutk ∈ RDd
is the embedding of the distance dutk between ltuk−1 and ltuk
based on gtuk−1 and gtuk . Note that we round the distance into
integer (e.g., 2.12 → 2), to reduce the number of parameeutk is then fed into the recurrent layer
ters [Liu et al., 2016]. x
to infer the hidden state of location at tk , given by,
e ut = LSTM(e
e ut
h
xutk , h
).
k−1
k

(5)

Task-specific Decoder
The task-specific decoder aims to interactively perform three
(i.e., the next activity, POI type and location) prediction tasks
e u , learned
based on the latent representations, i.e., hutn and h
tn
from the two-channel encoder.
Activity Prediction with Auxiliary Task. We predict user
u’s next activity in the dot-product way, and the probability
of next possible activity ctn+1 at time tn+1 is calculated by:
rtun+1 ,ctn+1 = (Whc hutn )> (Wc ctn+1 +Wy ytn+1 +Wt tun+1 +b),
(6)
where the first term Whc hutn denotes the user representation,
and the second term Wc ctn+1 + Wy ytn+1 + Wt tun+1 + b de-

notes the temporal-aware activity representation.
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Figure 3: The architecture of the proposed iMTL, which mainly consists of three modules: (1) temporal-aware activity encoder including
a fuzzy characterization strategy, (2) spatial-aware location preference encoder, and (3) task-specific decoder. The left subfigure illustrates
the fuzzy characterization strategy for the uncertain activity representation based on Obs.2. For instance, collective POI l12 contains three
categories as shown in the first row of the table; the second row contains the corresponding number of individual POIs under each category
within l12 ; β in the third row is the ratio of #POI to total #POI inside l12 .

Although the fuzzy characterization strategy can help mine
the user’s underlying activity, it may introduce some noise
in the process of activity prediction. Inspired by [Girshick,
2015], we thus perform the major task (i.e., activity prediction) with the help of the auxiliary task (i.e., POI type prediction). This is mainly because of two reasons: (1) POI type
prediction is related to the activity prediction, as it triggers the
presence of either certain or uncertain activities; (2) jointly
learning both tasks facilitates to enhance the model generalization. The POI type prediction task is formulated as below,
where σ is the sigmoid function.
rtun+1 ,ytn+1 = σ(Why hutn ),

Algorithm 1: Learning Strategy of iMTL.

1
2
3
4

5
6

(7)

7

Location Prediction with Interactive Fashion. Considering the interplay between the user’s activity and location visit,
that is, the next location check-in is affected by the activity [Zhang et al., 2019], we propose an interactive multi-task
learning strategy to generate the next location prediction under the help of activity prediction with auxiliary task. Inspired
by [Chen et al., 2019], we concatenate the latent representations learned in the two-channel encoder together with the
predicted results of activity and POI type:

8

e ut ; hut ; rtu ,c
c
; rtun+1 ,ytn+1 ytn+1 ], (8)
Hutn = [h
n
n
n+1 tn+1 tn+1

Hence, the probability of u’s next POI ltn+1 at time tn+1 is:
e
rtun+1 ,ltn+1 = (WH Hutn )> (Wl ltn+1 + Wd dutn+1 + b),

9

Input: Θ, A, L, user set U, max iter, λ, η
Output: iMTL model {Θ}
Initialize the set of model parameters Θ;
// Training instances generation
foreach u ∈ U do
foreach Au,i ∈ Au and Lu,i ∈ Lu do
Sample negative activities and locations
// Parameter Update
for iter = 1; iter ≤ max iter; iter + + do
foreach u ∈ U do
Randomly select a batch of instances
foreach θ ∈ Θ do
θ ← θ − η ∗ ∂J
∂θ

diction tasks. Followed by [Huang et al., 2019], we generate
the training instances Ω in a recursive way for each temporalaware activity sequence and spatial-aware location sequence.
For each instance, we then uniformly sample the negative activities and locations. Particularly, w.r.t. collective POIs, the
negative samples come from the nearby POIs as defined in
Obs.2. The loss functions for the two prediction tasks are:

(9)

WH Hutn

where the first term
denotes the user representae denotes
tion, and the second term Wl ltn+1 + Wd dutn+1 + b
the spatial-aware location representation. In sum, the activity
prediction task assists in the location prediction task, which
in turn influences the activity representation learning during
the model training with back-propagation, that is, they are
interactively enhanced by each other. Furthermore, we consider two cases due to the presence of collective POIs: 1) if
ytun+1 = 0 meaning ltun+1 is an individual POI, we directly
recommend individual POIs related to activity cutn+1 ; and 2)
if ytun+1 = 1, we further select individual POIs characterized
by cutn+1 inside ltun+1 with higher ratings according to Obs.3.

4.2

Learning Strategy and Complexity Analysis

We adopt the Bayesian Personalized Ranking [Rendle et al.,
2009] to define the loss functions of activity and location pre-
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Jc =

X

Jl =

X

(cc0 )∈Ω
(ll0 )∈Ω

ln (1 + e
ln (1 + e

u
u
−(rt,c
−rt,c
0)

u
u
−(rt,l
−rt,l
0)

),
(10)

),

where c0 is the negative activity for c, and where l0 is the
negative location for l. Meanwhile, the loss function of POI
type prediction (binary classification) is defined by:
Jy =

X|Ω|
k=1

ytk log(rtuk ,ytk ) + (1 − ytk )log(1 − rtuk ,ytk ). (11)

Ultimately, we seek to minimize the sum loss:
J = λc Jc + λl Jl + λy Jy +

λ
||Θ||2 ,
2

(12)

where λc , λl , and λy (λc + λl + λy = 1) are weights to balance the importance of different losses; λ is the regularizae , is the set of
tion coefficient; and Θ = (W, c, y, t, l, d, b, b)
model parameters to be learned. We use AdaGrad [Duchi et
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Data
CLT
CAL
PHO

Data
CLT
CAL
PHO

Metrics
Rec@10
MAP@10
Rec@10
MAP@10
Rec@10
MAP@10

MostPop
0.1321
0.0435
0.1063
0.0417
0.1102
0.0430

CateMF
0.1516
0.0482
0.1238
0.0454
0.1214
0.0506

ME
-

Metrics
Rec@10
MAP@10
Rec@10
MAP@10
Rec@10
MAP@10

MostPop
0.0305
0.0104
0.0317
0.0119
0.0323
0.0125

CateMF
0.0323
0.0124
0.0341
0.0155
0.0352
0.0180

ME
0.0401
0.0137
0.0416
0.0205
0.0434
0.0207

Activity Prediction Task
LBPR ST-RNN ATST-LSTM
0.1829
0.0558
0.1425
0.0618
0.1647
0.0624
-

MCARNN
0.1935
0.0621
0.1579
0.0751
0.1974
0.0776

HCT
0.1984∗
0.0614∗
0.1602∗
0.0764∗
0.2010∗
0.0781∗

iMTL
0.2213
0.0709
0.1724
0.0887
0.2311
0.0947

Improve
11.5%
15.5%
7.6%
16.1%
15.0%
21.3%

Location (POI) Prediction Task
LBPR ST-RNN ATST-LSTM
0.0446
0.0421
0.0465
0.0174
0.0162
0.0201
0.0483
0.0479
0.0522
0.0226
0.0230
0.0328
0.0525
0.0506
0.0591
0.0218
0.0243
0.0260

MCARNN
0.0458
0.0210
0.0545
0.0364
0.0608
0.0275

HCT
0.0477∗
0.0204∗
0.0617∗
0.0372∗
0.0662∗
0.0301∗

iMTL
0.0534
0.0238
0.0691
0.0443
0.0769
0.0352

Improve
11.9%
13.3%
12.0%
16.4%
16.2%
16.9%

Table 2: Performance comparison of activity and location tasks on the three datasets. The best performance is boldfaced; the runner up is
labeled with ‘*’; ‘Improve’ refers to the improvements (Paired t-test with p-value < 0.01) that iMTL achieves relative to the ‘*’ results.

al., 2011] to optimize the network parameters. Alg. 1 shows
the training process composed of two parts: training instances
generation (lines 2-4) and parameter update (lines 5-9).
Complexity Analysis. In the training process of iMTL, the
computational complexity of the two-channel encoder and
decoder is O(D2 ), where D is the embedding size. The
complexity of recurrent units is O(1). Consequently, given
the training instances Ω with the average sequence length S̄,
the overall complexity for each training iteration would be
O(|Ω| · S̄ · D2 ). In sum, the complexity of iMTL is linear to
|Ω| and quadratic to the embedding size D.

5

Experiments

We investigate the effectiveness of iMTL with the goal of answering three research questions1 . RQ1: does our proposed
iMTL outperform the baselines w.r.t. both activity and POI
recommendation tasks? RQ2: how do different components
of iMTL (e.g., fuzzy characterization strategy) affect its performance? RQ3: how do hyper-parameters affect iMTL?

5.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets and Metrics. We conduct experiments on the
three datasets as shown in Table 1. Following [Huang et al.,
2019], we treat the first 80% sequences of each user as training set, the latter 10% as the validation set and the last 10%
as test set. Note that for validation and test sets, we also remain the real visited individual POIs under collective POIs
as ground-truth for POI prediction. Two standard metrics are
adopted to evaluate the performance of all methods, namely,
Recall (Rec@K) and Mean Average Precision (MAP@K).
Baselines. We compare iMTL with eight state-of-the-arts:
(1) MostPop: it recommends next activity and POI via popularity; (2) CateMF [Liu et al., 2013]: it generates next activity and POI via factorizing user-category/location matrices;
(3) LBPR [He et al., 2017]: it is a Listwise Bayesian Personalized Ranking method, which recommends next activity and
1

Our code is available at https://github.com/iMTL2020/iMTL
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POI in a two-fold way; (4) ME [Feng et al., 2015]: it is a
state-of-the-art metric embedding model for next POI recommendation; (5) ST-RNN [Liu et al., 2016]: it is a RNN-based
method that incorporates spatial-temporal contexts for next
location prediction; (6) ATST-LSTM [Huang et al., 2019]:
it embeds the POIs and spatial-temporal contexts in a multimodal manner for next POI prediction; (7) MCARNN [Liao
et al., 2018]: it exploits a multi-task learning framework for
next activity and POI prediction; (8) HCT [Zhang et al.,
2019]: it is the recently proposed method for next activity
and POI recommendation with uncertain check-ins.
Note that if the predicted activity happens at a collective
POI, we need to further recommend next precise individual
POIs inside the collective POI given the activity. As those
individual POIs are cold start ones, we rank such POIs related
to the predicted activity via their ratings based on Obs 3.
Parameter Settings. The parameters for all the baselines
are tuned to achieve the best results or set as suggested by the
original papers. For iMTL, the weight matrices, embeddings
and hidden states are randomly initialized over uniform distribution. We apply a grid search in [20, 200] stepped by 20
to find the optimal settings for embedding size Dc = Dy =
Dt = Dl = Dd , and they are set to 120/140/120 for CLT,
CAL and PHO, respectively (Fig. 5(a)). The number of recurrent layers is 3; the learning rate η = 0.0001; the iteration
numbers are 25/20/30 for CLT, CAL and PHO, respectively
(Fig. 5(b)); λc = 0.4, λy = λl = 0.3, λ = 0.0025 (Fig. 5(c)).
The distance threshold 4d = 2km for searching the negative
POIs near the collective POI.

5.2

Performance Comparison (RQ1)

Table 2 presents the performance (Rec@K and MAP@K) of
all methods across the three datasets. We test K = 5, 10, 15.
Due to space limitation, we only show the results with K =
10. Similar trends can be observed with K = 5, 15. Note
that, ME, ST-RNN and ATST-LSTM do not consider category
information, thus cannot predict next activity.
In terms of both tasks, the non-RNN based methods
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Figure 4: Performance comparison for variants of iMTL on the three datasets w.r.t activity and POI prediction tasks.
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performs worse than either iMTLw/o f uz or iMTLw/o aux ,
which suggests that both fuzzy characterization strategy and
auxiliary task indeed improve the recommendation performance. Generally, the performance decrease of iMTLw/o aux
far exceeds that of iMTLw/o f uz , implying that the auxiliary
task (i.e., POI type prediction) plays a more important role
than the fuzzy characterization strategy. Both iMTLw/o 2c
and iMTLw/o inter underperform iMTL, indicating the advantages of the two-channel encoder and interactive multitask learning strategy. In summary, our proposed iMTL benefits from the four delicately designed components.
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Figure 5: Parameter sensitivity analysis on POI prediction task.

(Pop, CateMF and ME, LBPR) generally perform worse than
RNN based baselines (ST-RNN, ATST-LSTM, MCARNN),
demonstrating the efficacy of RNN on modeling the sequential dependency. As for RNN based methods, ATST-LSTM
performs better than ST-RNN, which indicates the effectiveness of attention mechanism in modeling check-in sequence.
They, however, are outperformed by MCARNN, due to its
ability of capturing both sequential activities and locations
via the MTL method. HCT performs better than RNN based
methods, as it carefully designs and models the hierarchical
dependencies between activity and location to ease the issue
of next POI recommendation with uncertain check-ins. Overall, our proposed iMTL consistently achieves the best performance w.r.t. the two tasks across the three datasets. This is
mainly because: (1) iMTL models user’s uncertain activity
via fuzzy characterization strategy; (2) iMTL adopts the auxiliary task (i.e., POI type prediction) to assist in activity prediction; and (3) iMTL exploits the interplay between activity
and POI via an interactive multi-task learning framework.

5.3

Detailed Study of iMTL (RQ2)

To investigate the effectiveness of different components
of iMTL, we compare it with five different variants: (1)
iMTLw/o f uz removes the fuzzy characterization on users’
uncertain activities. Following [Zhang et al., 2019], we directly use the category of a collective POI to represent the activity, instead of the fuzzy representation; (2) iMTLw/o aux
removes the auxiliary task, i.e., POI type prediction; (3)
iMTLw/o f uz−aux ignores both fuzzy characterization and
auxiliary task; (4) iMTLw/o 2c merges the two-channel encoder into one by using multi-modal embedding manner; and
(5) iMTLw/o inter removes the interactive learning method
by performing the three prediction tasks in parallel.
We report the results in Fig. 4, where iMTL significantly
outperforms its variants regarding to both activity and location prediction tasks. We notice that iMTLw/o f uz−aux
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5.4

Parameter Sensitivity Analysis (RQ3)

Fig. 5 depicts the results (Rec@10) of parameter sensitivity
analysis on POI prediction. Due to the space limitation, we
omit the results on activity prediction where similar trends
can be observed. In Fig. 5(a), the performance of iMTL
climbs up as the embedding size increases, and gradually becomes stable with the size around 120. We further study the
convergence property of iMTL as shown in Fig. 5(b), where
we observe that iMTL can converge within 30 iterations on
the three datasets. Fig. 5(c) shows the performance of varying the combination weights λc and λl , which control the importance of the activity and location prediction tasks, respectively. Note that the importance of the POI type prediction
task λy is determined by 1 − λc − λl . From the results, we
find that iMTL performs best with λc = 0.4, λl = λy = 0.3,
which implies that all the three tasks are vital for more accurate next POI recommendation with uncertain check-ins.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an interactive multi-task learning
(iMTL) framework for the next POI recommendation with
uncertain check-ins. In particular, we devise a two-channel
encoder, i.e., temporal-aware activity encoder and spatialaware location preference encoder, to capture the transitions
of activities and locations, whereby a fuzzy characterization
strategy is proposed to better represent activity over uncertain
check-ins. The task-specific decoder then interactively aggregates the latent representations of the two-channel encoder to
perform both activity and location prediction tasks. Experimental results shows the superiority of iMTL over state-ofthe-arts w.r.t next activity and location recommendation tasks.
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